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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider the simplest rock fracture modelling problem of a plane section con-
taining line segment fractures, see Xu et al. (2003). We start with a number of parallel, vertical
boreholes. On each of these we have recorded the depths where it is intersected by fractures;
the unknowns are the number of fractures, and for each fracture its intercept, slope and ex-
tent. Having established a plausible model for the likelihood of such a data set, we estimate the
parameters for the fractures using an implementation of Markov chain Monte Carlo.

2 Implementation

1. Label the boreholes by �����	��
�

��� and the intersection points on each borehole by �������
�

������ , where ��� is the number of points on the � th borehole. Let ��� be the horizontal
location of the ����� borehole.

2. Let ��� � denote the vertical position of the �!��� intersection point on the �"��� borehole, listed
in increasing order in � , for each � , and let #$�&%'��� ��( denote this dataset.

3. Let )*�+����
�

���, denote the (unknown) fracture lines. When lines are fitted to the data
then the )-��� line will intersect a consecutive set of boreholes near .0/21435/6�5� .

4. A key parameter is a “matching function” 7289�:�;�-<>=?����


��@, that associates each intersec-
tion point with one of the fracture lines. Define the orthogonal squared distances between
the intersection points and the )A��� fracture line by B!C� �ED / �GFIHKJ LEM-N'O�PRQSO;TEJU�VW PRQ VO 
 If B is normally

distributed, with zero mean, then the likelihood for #X��7Y�@, and the %Z.[/Z��35/�( is given by\ 89#^]�7Y��,_��%Z.`/'��35/'(�<X� a �b c 7edgfihkjl ��m W h Jl��m W�nSoAp*qsr B C� �@D t F �vu � Uc d C w �
where �x�zy{�|� .

5. Combining the likelihood above with prior densities for 7Y��,_��%Z.[/'��35/�( gives us the pos-
terior density }`8~7Y��,_��%Z.`/���35/'(5��#�< . One way to calculate the posterior mean is by a sim-
ulation: a popular technique is Markov chain Monte Carlo. This procedure generates a
Markov chain whose equilibrium distribution is the posterior density of 7Y�@,_��%Z.[/'��35/�(5� # .
For simplicity write ����8�7Y�@,_��%Z.`/Z��35/'(�< .
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For the MCMC implementation, at each iteration, generate � h�� � and calculate the Hast-
ings’ ratio }^� } � � h�� � ��#���� 8;�	��
��� � h�� � <} � �	��
���� #���� 8;� h�� � � ����
�S< 

In some cases the proposal density is symmetric, � 8;����
��� � h�� � < � �e8 � h�� � � ����
�6< , in
which cases }^�4} � � h�� � � #����S} � ����
� ��#�� . We accept ���&� h�� � with probability min 8K���"}|< ,
otherwise we keep ���&����
� , i.e. if }�� � , we take � � � h�� � , whereas if }�� � , we
perform a further randomisation by drawing a random sample from uniform (0,1), and
accept ���&� h�� � with probability } . Typically, a burn in period is allowed in initial
simulations and an average is taken of a subset of the remaining simulations.

6. At each iteration we first propose a type of change, chosen at random, from the following
proposals:

• Slope - choose a line at random, and vary the slope.

• Intercept - similarly, choose a line at random, and change the intercept.

• Endpoints - choose at random two lines which have their endpoints at adjacent bore-
holes. Move the last point of the left hand line to be the new first point of the right
hand line (or vice versa).

• Labels - choose a borehole at random, and from it choose two adjacent intersection
points. Swap over the labelling, so each now belongs to a different fracture line.

• Split - choose a line at random, and split it into two.

• Join - choose at random two lines where endpoints are at adjacent boreholes, and
join them together.

Note that the last two proposals either increases or decreases by one the number of frac-
tures we are fitting, and so require the reversible jump MCMC algorithm; see Green
(1995).

3 Conclusions

In our work so far we have obtained satisfactory results from both simulated and actual 2D data.
Work is now proceeding to implement a 3D version, with line fractures replaced by planes.
Specific problems this causes for our proposals include (i) extending the idea of adjacency for
swapping “edgepoints” (formerly endpoints), and (ii) splitting a plane, instead of a line.
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